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Project Category 

NSBF Byway Organization Interpretation Award  

Project Name 

Interpretation along the Lincoln Highway in Iowa  

Byway Name 

Lincoln Highway Heritage Byway  

Established: March 31, 2006  

Length: 460 miles  

 

Overview 

This project had seeds planted back in 2016 when the Resource Conservation & Development Association (RC&D) in Iowa wrote a 

grant for each Iowa Byway to create two interpretive panels related to conservation practices. This was prior to the completion of 

Interpretive Master Plans for each Byway, funded through the National Scenic Byway program. These two (2’ x 3’) panels on a steel 

base served as the “seed” and helped us sell the idea of interpretive panels to other organizations and communities. The sample 

template was later included in our interpretive plan. For this award, we are nominating 6 subsequent panels.  

These 6 panels educate the public about the Lincoln Highway, the first improved transcontinental road in America. The route be-

gins in Times Square in New York City to San Francisco, California. The route in Iowa travels from the Clinton, along the Mississippi 

River, to 2 Council Bluffs, along the Missouri River. Each panel covers a different topic of historical value to the visitor and adds to 

their experience while on this historic road.  

Intrinsic Qualities 

Previous interpretive panels, installed by the Lincoln Highway Association, were in two distinct locations and across the state from 

each other. There was no continuity or interpretive trail to take the visitor across the state and introduce them to other topics, not 

even where there was a high local significance. We wanted our panels to display information easily read while at the 3 same time 

confer significance and materials crafted well. For this award, we are focusing on six of the panels created between 2018 and 2019:  

• Westside, Iowa: Eugene Koch installed 4/1/18. Topics covered how Westside got its name (west side of the highest elevation in 

Iowa) and the town’s relationship with the military. The park is named for a local boy who lost his life in Vietnam.  

•  Tama, Iowa: Lincoln Highway Bridge Park installed 8/17/18. Panel installed near an original Boy Scout Concrete Marker in the 

park near the National Register of Historic Places’ Lincoln Highway Bridge. (The Bridge tied for second place in the top 10 Lin-

coln Highway nationwide sites according to the national Lincoln Highway Association.) Topics covered the relationship be-

tween the Boy Scouts of America and the Lincoln Highway Association. In 1928, Boy Scouts across America installed about 

3,000 markers across the nation to mark the route of the Lincoln Highway. This panel was part of an Eagle Scout project.  

• East of Grand Junction, Iowa, in rural Greene County: Lion’s Club Tree Park. Department of Transportation’s artifact from old 

overpass installed 10/13/18. Topic covered is the old overpass that took the traveler onto “new “Highway 30 and over the 

“old” Highway 30- Lincoln Highway. The roads split apart at this site and the triangular, unused land from the DOT has been 

converted into an interpretive site. The Iowa DOT Aesthetic Bridge Designer created the text and drawing comparing the old 

overpass supports with the new as far as capacity, strength, and overall design. 
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• Montour, Iowa: Maple Hill Cemetery installed 8/15/19. Topic is about Henry Ostermann, the first Field Secretary of the Lincoln 

Highway Heritage Byway. He had the idea for the 1919 Army Convoy as he had led military convoys up and down the east 

coast during WWI and traveled across the nation many times for the LHA. In 1920, he died just outside of Montour, near the 

Maple Hill Cemetery, in an auto accident on his beloved Lincoln Highway.  

• Nevada, Iowa: Lincoln Highway and Jefferson Highway Heritage Park installed 10/19/19. The Lincoln Highway (Times Square to 

San Francisco) and the Jefferson Highway (Winnipeg to New Orleans) meet just to the east of Nevada, Iowa and conjoin to 

travel past this new park outside of the Nevada City Hall. We created two panels. The one about the Lincoln Highway talks 

about its route and its formation in 1913 and the other is about the Jefferson Highway, which was created in 1915 based on 

the success of the Lincoln Highway. (The Jefferson Highway is also an Iowa Scenic Byway, but management has not been 

named yet. We created a similar panel with a different color scheme, under the approval of the DOT.)  

• These six signs provide more continuity to the overall program and help educate the public about the significance of our histor-

ic road. By sharing more of the Lincoln Highway story, we 4 pique the visitor’s interest and they allow the visitor to learn more 

on our website or Facebook page or by researching on their own. Whole books have been written about the Lincoln Highway, 

and telling the story in segments is the best way to share it- especially if there is a local connection such as Henry Ostermann 

and his fate near Montour. You can travel the semi-treacherous curves and understand how early cars might tip over if going 

too fast.  

Communities can prosper as these panels help increase tourism for them. A Montour City Council member accepted the Oster-

mann panel in the City’s Maple Hill Cemetery. At our unveiling ceremony for this panel, she actually wept with tears of joy because 

of the impact this panel will have on the town with a population of 246.  

Partners 

We have had many partners. The Iowa Lincoln Highway Association (ILHA) has helped by writing text and sharing photographs. The 

national LHA donated their early documents and photos to the University of Michigan. We have full access to use these materials. 

The Westside Economic Development helped write text and created a community timeline for us. They also submitted old photo-

graphs. The Eagle Scout in Tama wrote his own text, approved by both the ILHA and the Lincoln Highway Heritage Byway.  

The City of Nevada fundraised for their two panels and the local historical society wrote the text and gathered the photos. For the 

Ostermann panel, Prairie Rivers of Iowa wrote the text and gathered the photos and received funding from the Tama County Com-

munity Foundation. Prairie Rivers of Iowa also supplied editing and supplemented the text writing and photo collection as needed.  

Byway Best Practice 

Our project began with a “seed” planted by the Iowa RC&D Association to create two (2’ x 3’) “wayside exhibit” panels that were 

related to the natural intrinsic quality, rather than our highest intrinsic qualities of historic and cultural. The momentum from these 

original two panels was recognized by the Iowa chapter of the Lincoln Highway Association (ILHA) and other organizations and has 

led us to create similar interpretive panels. Our subsequent panels reflect historic and cultural qualities instead. The ILHA had al-

ready completed some interpretation in Linn County (cities of Cedar Rapids, Marion, Mt Vernon, and Lisbon) and at the Lions’ Club 

Tree Park east of Grand Junction. The ILHA wanted interpretation at more sites (they were all identified in our Interpretive Master 

Plan as well) and would either pay for the panels and bases themselves or write grants to help fund them. As other organizations 

saw the results, they also wanted to be a part of our interpretive movement and funded their own panels and bases.  

Westside Economic Development paid for a panel at their new Eugene Koch Memorial Park in Westside, Iowa, an Eagle Scout gath-

ered funds to create a panel at the Tama Lincoln Highway Bridge, and the City of Nevada fundraised through the Nevada Better-

ment Committee.  

We used the design template in the Interpretive Master Plan that was completed in April 2018 (it hadn’t changed much since the 

first two panels) and helped write the text and gather photos. During 2018, we were very comfortable in our design efforts and had 

written grants to create our own interpretive panels based on the Interpretive Master Plan and topics we deemed imperative to 

share in 2019.  
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The base is either weathered steel or powder-coated and has a cutout of the Iowa Byways logo in the bottom section, which add 

continuity and branding to all the Iowa Byways. The top arched section has a room for a series of 3 cutouts. Some of the designs we 

have used are the Boy Scout trefoil, old car, old gas pump, bust of Abraham Lincoln, and Civil War cannons.  

For best practices, we see our success in starting small and building from there. The first panels were not related to our highest 

intrinsic qualities, but we were very appreciative of someone willing to fund the “seed” panels. It helped sell subsequent panels. 

We have created 20 panels to date and our goal is to continue to build the program with at least one panel in every one of the 43 

Keys to Success 

The key to our success lies in not giving up. We started in 2016 with “free” panels (paid for by some other organization and their 

grant funds). They were not exactly about the intrinsic 6 qualities that we wanted to focus on, but the topics of watersheds and 

prairies which are related to our history. These panels served as examples of what subsequent panels would look like.  

We had submitted grants to the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) for a 

larger project to create a panel in each of the 43 communities and larger installations at key “hub” locations. These were not fund-

ed. In the comments, grant reviewers were often not very kind saying Iowa and the Lincoln Highway was not important enough to 

garner their funds. We beg to differ and we did not let that deter us. We kept reaching out to organizations, communities, and 

foundations and creating a panel at a time. Soon we had created a total of 20 panels by the end of 2019.  

Additional Information 

Contact Information 

Prairie Rivers of Iowa  

2335 230th St, Suite 101, Ames, Iowa, 50014  

jgammon@prrcd.org   

515-232-0048  

 

Project Year(s): 

2018-2019 

 

Website 

Lincoln Highway Heritage Byway - Prairie Rivers of Iowa (prrcd.org)  

https://www.prrcd.org/lincoln-highway-heritage-byway/
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Photographs 


